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Abstract—Residential self-selection has gained increasing attention in the Western travel behavior research during the past decade. Many studies in the US, UK, and Germany conclude that the role of individuals’ residential location choice on commute travel behavior is more important than that of the built environment or at least it has considerable effects. However the effectiveness of location choice in many countries and cultures like Iran is unclear. This study examines the self-selections in two neighborhoods in Tehran. As a part of a research about the influences of land use on travel behavior information about people’s location preferences was collected by direct questioning. The findings show that the main reasons for selecting the location of residential units are related to socio-economic factors such as rise of house price and affordability of house prices. Transportation has little impacts on location decisions. Moreover, residential self-selection accounts for only 3 to 7.5 percent of the pedestrian, PT, and car trips.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent publications about the connections of land use and transportation have increasingly targeted the role of residential self-selection in travel behavior. Most of these studies are done in North America and Western Europe. Since the culture and economic conditions are very different in many countries located in Asia, Africa and The Middle East, it seems necessary to have a precise, local understanding of the ways location choice influences transportation.

The number of the Western literature with the subject of residential choice has jumped after the late 1990s and beginning of 2000s. The concept deals with the decisions of people about their living place according to their travel preferences and abilities. The general impression of the new publications is that “People who for any reason cannot drive or prefer using alternative modes tend to choose more compact, urban, multi-modal communities if possible” [1]. The recent researches suggest using the notion of self-selection to strengthen the causality side rather than only defining associations. Such studies present methods leading to better definition of causality relationships so that more in-depth solutions are offered [2].

The related literature show that people choose living places that suit their transportation needs. Low-income people choose higher-density neighborhoods to fit their transport needs and let them have less car travels and more on-foot or public transport travels. However the per capita average annual vehicle use of city dwellers from any economic class reduces when they live in such high density areas [2]-[4].

The recent studies indicate strong connections between residential self-selection and individual travel attitudes/habits. There are several examples of such findings; there is evidence that families that have more bicycles are more interested in outdoor physical activities. Such households are located in neighborhoods that have more bicycling facilities [5]. The effect of car/bicycle ownership or mode choice is seen in self-selecting the residential neighborhoods. In other words, the residents of San Francisco Bay Area choose their living place according to the transportation vehicle/mode that they own or access [6]. In 2009, using the San Francisco Bay Area Travel Survey (BATS), Bhat and Eluru showed that the urban travel distance, namely Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) is under the influence of self-selections as well as the built environment [7]. The residential choice is found to be the most important factor in defining the frequency of walking trips, including strolling trips and pedestrian shopping trips, in Austin, TX [8].

The abovementioned examples show the recent findings about the importance of self-selections in western countries. However these studies can hardly be a representation of the facts in countries with different cultural and societal specifications and problems.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the effects of location choice on commute travels in Iranian cities. It is important to know more about the differences of such influences in the Western cultures with that of the Iranian cities.

II. METHODOLOGY

The study applies direct questioning method to define the main reason for selecting the residential location of two neighborhoods in Western Tehran. In autumn 2012 face-to-face interviews were arranged with the residents as a part of a study about the land use impact on travel behavior. As a side activity, individuals were asked about the reason why their family chose their current neighborhood to live in. The results are qualitatively described. This study tests the following hypothesis:
“Due to cultural and economic differences, there are differences in the effectiveness of residential self-selection of Iranian urban residents on commute travels, compared to that of US, UK, and Germany. The location decisions in Iranian cities are less oriented to transportation and more under the effect of economy”.

A. Case-Study Areas

Two areas were selected in the Region 5 of Tehran. The Region is located in the western part of the city and accommodates 677085 residents in 5287.1 hectares [9]. Two small areas are selected as the case-study neighborhoods, first of which is “Keyhan” and the second one is “Bahar”. Located in a distance of about 500 meters, the two neighborhoods have almost similar socio-economic conditions. The neighborhoods have areas equal to about 35 hectares each. Since the neighborhoods are smaller than the administrative neighborhoods determined by the Municipality of Tehran, the populations of the case-study areas is calculated based on the number of the residential units. There are 600 buildings in Keyhan and 400 in Bahar. Taking 3.37 for the household size of Region 5 [9], the population of Keyhan would be approximately 18000 and that of Bahar would be about 9500 people.

B. Surveying and Sampling

96 adults with the average age of 34.86 (between 18 and 64 years old) were interviewed in Keyhan. The 96 respondents in Bahar had an average age of 35.8 (between 20 and 58 years old). Each individual was representative of a household and answered the question “what has been the main reason for your family to choose this neighborhood to live in?” Each respondent had to choose only one option. Five options were presented to be chosen from; a) because my family could afford buying/renting the house/apartment, b) because commuting to my workplace was easier from this neighborhood, c) because the surrounding is attractive and beautiful, d) because of rise of the house/apartment price in the future, and e) personal reasons like proximity to relatives. In the meantime, the respondents were asked about their transportation mode for their commute trips. They chose from among “personal car”, “motorbike”, “taxi” (including “line taxi”, “passenger taxi”, and “telephone taxi”), “bus/minibus”, “metro”, “bicycle”, and “pedestrian”. The aim is to find out what percentage of urban trips including pedestrian trips, travels by public transit and also car trips are made by the residents as a result of residential self-selection.

Whereas the average household size of Region 5 is 3.37 persons, the population of Keyhan includes 5341 families. In the same way, 2819 families are estimated for Bahar. Each respondent answered the questions on behalf of his/her family. In other words, each questionnaire is related to one household. 96 persons were interviewed in Keyhan and 96 in Bahar. Therefore the sample size is 1.8% for Keyhan and 3.4% for Bahar. According to Cochran (1963) this sampling size is significant based on the number of households living in the two selected neighborhoods [10].

III. FINDINGS

The question about the main reason for selecting the neighborhood to live produced interesting results about the importance of economic trends when Iranian urban dwellers decide about their living places. Table I indicates the responses to the first question about the reason for residential location choice. As seen in this table, options (a) and (c) which are related to economic trends of housing have gained most of the selections. In general 68.7 percent of the responses in Keyhan and 69.8 percent in Bahar are related to economics. The percentages are very similar to each other and seem reliable. Only 17.7 percent of people in Keyhan and 13.5 percent in Bahar have announced that they have selected their current living place to enable them to have easy access to their work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why have you chosen this neighborhood to live in?</th>
<th>Keyhan</th>
<th>Bahar</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) because my family could afford buying/renting the house/apartment</td>
<td>53 (55.2%)</td>
<td>50 (52.1%)</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) because commuting to my workplace was easier from this neighborhood</td>
<td>17 (17.7%)</td>
<td>13 (13.5%)</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) because the surrounding is attractive and beautiful</td>
<td>11 (11.5%)</td>
<td>14 (14.6%)</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) because of rise of the house/apartment price in the future</td>
<td>13 (13.5%)</td>
<td>17 (17.7%)</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) personal reasons like proximity to relatives</td>
<td>2 (2.1%)</td>
<td>2 (2.1%)</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respondents were also asked about the transportation mode they use for commuting to their workplace. Table II shows the results of the second question about the modes of work trips. About 12 to 14 percent of the respondents walk to their workplace and as expected no one bikes to work. 50.1 and 57 percent of people use public transportation including metro, bus/minibus and all types of taxi to reach workplace in the two neighborhoods.

As one of the purposes of this study, the number of commute trips that is made on-foot, by public transportation, and by car are calculated for those people who declared they have chosen their living place because of proximity to workplace. It is important to have an understanding of the proportion of the trips done by people who have chosen their living place according to transportation needs to trips done by all the people.
Therefore the British residents have more transportation mode parts of the metropolitan areas as the US neighborhoods. British neighborhoods are not so separated from the other neighborhoods are slightly different from that of the US. The mode or interacts with it [14]. The conditions of the UK interviewees, residential location is conditional on commute commute mode simultaneously. For more than half of the before living location. 39 percent decided on location and location. Cardiff about the sequence of their decision about residential locations [13]. The light rail station has been the motive to choose the home in Santa Clara County, California declared that the presence of percent of people who moved their house near to rail stations has previously been resulted in another study back in 1994; 40 American cities for the comparison purposes. This percentage (for instance: [2]), this article remains a crucial evidence of the level nested logit model, it was concluded that about 40% of interdependent [11]. In a very important finding using two-directions are directed toward both sides and the choices are using the 1976 data Washington DC shows that mode choice the context of the United States, one of the oldest studies done in the region of Dresden [21].

According to Table III, pedestrian trips are under the influence of self-selection as much as about 5%. This is slightly more for public transit. 0 to 6 percent of car commute trips are under the effect of residential location choices.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commute Transportation Mode in the Selected Neighborhoods</th>
<th>Keyhan</th>
<th>Bahar</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian</td>
<td>10 (11.9%)</td>
<td>11 (13.9%)</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorbike</td>
<td>4 (4.7%)</td>
<td>5 (6.3%)</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>15 (17.9%)</td>
<td>18 (22.8%)</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus or Minibus</td>
<td>9 (10.7%)</td>
<td>4 (5.1)</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxi</td>
<td>13 (15.5%)</td>
<td>18 (22.8%)</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Taxi</td>
<td>4 (4.8%)</td>
<td>5 (6.3%)</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger Taxi</td>
<td>1 (1.2%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal car</td>
<td>28 (33.3%)</td>
<td>18 (22.8%)</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion of Self-Selection Influence on Urban Trips</th>
<th>Keyhan</th>
<th>Bahar</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian trips</td>
<td>4.76%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4.88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trips by public transportation</td>
<td>5.95%</td>
<td>8.86%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trips by personal car</td>
<td>5.95%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. DISCUSSION**

To connect the findings of this paper to the existing literature, the studies with the subject of the effect of residential self-selection on commute trips are examined. In the context of the United States, one of the oldest studies done using the 1976 data Washington DC shows that mode choice and location choice can affect on each other. The causality directions are directed toward both sides and the choices are interdependent [11]. In a very important finding using two-level nested logit model, it was concluded that about 40% of rail commute decisions are under the influence of residential self-selection [4], [12]. Despite some methodological critics (for instance: [2]), this article remains a crucial evidence of the American cities for the comparison purposes. This percentage has previously been resulted in another study back in 1994; 40 percent of people who moved their house near to rail stations in Santa Clara County, California declared that the presence of the light rail station has been the motive to choose the home locations [13].

In the UK, Hammond asked the residents of Century Ward, Cardiff about the sequence of their decision about residential location choice and commute mode. 90 persons were interviewed, 18 percent of whom selected commute mode before living location. 39 percent decided on location and commute mode simultaneously. For more than half of the interviewees, residential location is conditional on commute mode or interacts with it [14]. The conditions of the UK neighborhoods are slightly different from that of the US. The British neighborhoods are not so separated from the other parts of the metropolitan areas as the US neighborhoods. Therefore the British residents have more transportation mode options than the US citizens. Thus self-selection is less important in travel behavior research of the UK [15]. However there are similarities between the role of selections in the two countries that puts UK between mainland Europe and the US. According to Aditjandra et al., the structure and facilities of the neighborhoods of Britain gives more mobility options to people, so the role of land use planning and neighborhood facilities becomes more important. Regarding the similarities, it is possible to generalize the American travel behavior studies including self-selection and travel preferences to the UK. Nonetheless there are still differences with the effective factors in the multimodal transportation of Europe [16]. This similarity is mainly caused by high motorization rate in the two countries [17].

Regarding relatively better condition of public transportation systems and smaller size of the cities in Germany, it is expected to find, to some extent, differences in the patterns of location choice. Scheiner has done continuous observations about travel behavior in German cities. Scheiner together with Holz-Rau have studied the metropolitan area of Cologne using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) and showed that household relocations influence the car ownership rates. This is seen particularly when the family relocates in different neighborhood types. Families moving to suburbs have higher car ownerships [18]. On the other hand, owning a car can influence the location choice. Households that do not own a car decide about the location of their home based on availability of public transportation and local infrastructure. In contrary, families that have a car have broader range in selecting the home location [19].

Apart from the impacts of location choice on car dependency, the recent German studies have found evidences on the preconditions of choosing the residential location. 69 percent of the respondents of a study in Munich have declared that they have selected their home location because it has been near to a rapid transit station [20]. The dominant role of transportation in location choice is again seen in the study of Bauer and colleagues who examined five criteria (price of land, car accessibility, quietness and safety, central infrastructure, and family infrastructure) affecting selections (Fig. 1). The importance factors that were measured by a scale of 1 to 4 (unimportant to very important) indicate that quietness and car accessibility have the most importance for home location selection in the region of Dresden [21].
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**Fig. 1 Importance of locational factors in selection of home location in the region of Dresden [21]**
Considering the above, there is an obvious mutual causality relationship between residential self-selection and transportation including commute mode choice and car ownership in the US, UK, and Germany. The findings of this study show that this causation is extremely weaker in the Iranian cities. Table III indicates that self-selections account for only about 5 percent of the pedestrian trips, about 7.5 percent of PT trips, and 3 percent of car trips. These figures are considerably less than that of the western countries, for example 40 percent in the US. The main motives of location choice are related to economy including affordability of the residential units and rise of housing price in the future. The results of this paper indicate that the economic trends are more important than the attractiveness of neighborhood environment and adequacy of neighborhood facilities as well as transportation trends. The point that must be emphasized among these findings is that in contrast to the urban residents of North America and Western Europe, the Iranian urban populations choose their living place in a way their wealth is increased or at least it is not decreased because of rapid rise of home prices. The urban housing mechanisms including its price are very different from the western countries. Therefore the reaction of people is different in turn. People prefer to have long-time daily commute journeys while they have bought/rented a house in a region which has a predictable rise of price or it is located in prestigious part of the city. Such circumstances are more severe in the metropolitan areas because of the inverse relationship between the metropolitan land per capita and housing price [22].

The above result about privilege of socio-economic factors in determination of travel behavior specification is in line with the previous findings by different researchers about travel behavior. Already it has been shown that the socio-economic and demographic trends, rather than the built environment, define the travel attributes like transportation mode choice and travel generation. This significance has been shown in the inter-city context in the Tehran-Karaj region [23] and also in the scale of Transportation Traffic Zones (TAZs) [24]. The latter shows that the effects of socio-economic factors on generation of the inter-zonal travel are more than that of land use. Also Masoumi showed that preferences in relation with social and economic conditions outweigh the specifications of urban form in micro scale [25].

Although the socio-economic and demographic conditions can be somehow considered as self-selection, but its nature is different with the residential self-selection. Here the definitions of the recent literature about the observed and unobserved self-selections are helpful. In this concept, the socio-economic trends are considered as observed self-selections. People prefer a sort of travel or living in a neighborhood type according to their affluence, social class, education, age, etc. Such phenomena are observed but they are indirectly affecting people’s travel preferences and habits. On the other hand, unobserved self-selections are those that are the result of individuals’ direct choice according to their attitudes and personality.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper shows how residential self-selection in Iranian cities has less effectiveness on commute travels in comparison with the cities in the US, UK, and Germany. Such effects are separately considered about pedestrian travels, PT travels, and trips by personal cars. The idea that is behind this weak causality is that people do not choose their living place according to their travel preferences, so two main factors remains for the travel behavior researchers; the socio-economic/demographic specifications and the urban form/land use characteristics. Although a great part of the causation comes from socio-economic traits, but the urban form characteristics can also have some limited effects. Such influences can be more considerable in the micro scale. Promotion of “local accessibility” can be an outcome of centeredness of neighborhood facilities and walkable local spaces.

This paper suggests researchers working on the context of Iranian cities to focus their efforts on observed self-selections (socio-economic factors) and built environment characteristics as the center of travel behavior research. This is in contrary to the current approach of the recent North American and Western European studies that argue about the dominant and very important role of unobserved residential self-selection.
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